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*EDITORIAL.••...... CBFBCENDO IS UFON US: Vast changes for both Good and Evil sweep
over us. Forces with which lie are unfamiliar meet us at everry turn. Humanity moves
toward the curtain-fall of the greatest drama in all History, s8¥s one ,~iter-----
the overthrowing of the systems of this world and the taking-over by the Great Master,
the Christ. The d8¥s of the exploiter are numbered. To those who understand, it is
high adventure, for though they are .!!!. the world, they are not S'f it. Yet they must
witness the great deba1.lchery of society, the staggering challenge of automation, the
threat of the H-bomb that hangs like a SWORD o'er the world •.•.••..Established values
crumble. Worthy causes are trampled under the heel of the Dollar God. Elvis Presley
gets $2,000,000 per year and OI:ms 11 cars----symptana.tic of tod8¥'s index of values.
(LAST DAYS::) •••..•• "The Devil hath cane down with GREAT WRATH, knowing that he hath
but a short time." There is a build-up of tension. Many cannot take it. l-Te are rap
idly beccming a nation of alcoholics, warns Paul Harvey. In New York they just about
"make it" till the cocktail hour. We11-to-dos are sending their children to psychia
trists. We now have all-ni@t movies and TV. There is noticeably more obesity (ove~
eating is a sedative) •••....•Mass thinking is beccming hcmogenized----now only one or
two newspapers in most cities. Ne'~ Age teachers travel far and wide across country,
though barely maki~ expenses----they feel that "THE PEOPLE HAVE A RIGHT TO THE FAC'l'S."
••••••••Fred Stone {Ed. F.S. Review, Australia) editorializes: "It is time for those
who have seen the vision to speak out. To this, sane of us were born. We dare not
fail in the mission allotted to us. Now or never, we must state the truth. The great
War of the l-lorlds is upon us----when cosmic forces will be brought into p1e;y and the
Planet, with all its hates, greeds and bloodshed, will reap its harvest. a.tt it is
also the time of the Great Deliverance----pranised over the ages." .•..•••. "Hold fast
till I cane, if said the Master. iiI will be ,"lith you even unto the end of the l-1orld."
Echoing His words at this climaxing time, THIS is the message of the AVANr GARDE:
*
* * * *
*THE AWAKENING BEGINS: What will hurrry our chances of a hook-up with our "BR<Y.I'BERS in
Space u,? As long as mass thinking denies the possibility of life elsewhere than on
Planet Earth, how could Extraterrestrials feel welcome here'l One of the most hopeful
signs is that numerous scientists are becoming more outspoken in their acceptance of
intelligent life elsewhere in the Cosmos. Among these are Britain's famous Sir Ber
nard Lovell, head of Jodrell Bank; Dr. Harlow Shapleyj Dr. otto Struve; Prof. Wil
liam Howells, and Prof. Floyd Metz. Apparently, man has reached the stage in his evo
lution when it is time to be awakened from his monistic dream of being the only' center
of intelligence in the Universe. How better to wake him. than to stage an exhibition
of scientific activity around him WHICH HE CANNOT DUPLlCATE----and so,which is neces
saril¥ from far reaches 'beyond his planet?
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*SKY NEHS: Coming soon, 1500 MPH jet l1oers----NY to London in 2~ hrs! (3 airlines
have already placed orders) ..•...• Coming 10 Paris, Sept. 25-30, Congress of the Int'l
Astronautical Fed .•..... ln Rome 3000 Bishops were asked to prepare suggestions re this
proposal: "Should 'ole or should we not evangelize the conquered planets? II What a rev
olutionary idea! This Group keeps a keen eye on the subject of Space .....•••Russia
says it will build a "giant Flying Saucer" to orbit in space 150 miles up, & that the
crews will rotate every 5 days between it & Earth .•...... Here, new Buck Rogers-type
antenna will send command signals from Earth to deep space vehicles with pin-point
control
A HUGE UNSEEN PLANET has been discovered 500 times larger than Earth;
detected by the wobble of a star that must be its sun, 6 ljght yrs from Earth ..•...• An
AF scientist believes there is water on the Moon - in form of subsurface ice or in sil
icate rock; would be simpler to convert it than to haul water from Earth! ••••.•. NASA
aims to get first really clear pictures of Mars via a 36-10. telescope to be launched
into orbit 500 mi. up----a "SPACE OBSERVATORY" riding high on a steady platform •......
Russia's recent Mars probe failed mechanically as it neared the planet. Our Venus
probe scanned its target 42 mins & scientists still crack their heads over the data
sent back. The big question of water & temperature is still unproved, but experts say
it would be foolhardy to rule out the possibility of life there. Pres. Kennedy will
not be swerved from our Space objectives. Fact is - planet Earth is getting too small
for us, & the time is near when---like a chick in an egg---man is either going to get
out or die in the shell. COST ceases to be the question; what's driving things is
internal pressure. Despite all obstacles, w"E'RE ON OUR WAY!
-j('ESarERIC FRO:NT: There is a "Sanctuary" in Lancs., Eng. where they do "absent healing"
for animals----they ask you merely to send them the animal's name
The dynamic
Billy Graham took in 6 mil $$ of free will offerings last year; he, too, is expect:1ng
sreat changes ahead on Planet Earth •....... Here, book by Dr. D.J. West, "Psychical Re
search Today" (Pelican Books), throws much light on ne\T forays into the vast realm of
the Occult
New big-seller, ''The Door to the Future" by Jess Stearn, says Einstein
accepted the principle of psychic communication; that Russia is now working with ES,P
for espionage purposes, & the USAF is studying it for communication with Astronauts!
Claims psychometry will one day eradicate crime. (Stearn is hard-headed feature writ
er of giant N.Y. Daily News.) Book's publisher, conservative Doubleday, declares, "We
may well be on the verge of a BREAKTHROUGH IlIT PSYCHIC SCIENCE II ---! The wellknown Lon
don IIDaily Sketch" published, 10 booklet form, a dissertation titled, "Twelve Steps
That Happen to a Person When He Dies." It was written by an eminent scientist. Tone
is all very comforting -not at all as it may appear to a bystander. Many do not even
realize for a time that they have passed over, since there is "no pain" in crossing ...
.................. About 13 years ago, the Church of Engl~~d in London commissioned a
Committee to make a serious study on the question of SURVIVAL & COMMUNICATION .AF'l'ZR
DEATH. What more belated & "That more logical a job for the Church to do? The study
consumed several months. Inside circles learned later that the Committee rendered a
FAVORABLE REPORT, but - don't hold your breath - the report was hushed up--------the
Archbishop suppressed it! Now he is on the "other Side lt & according to esoteric sour
ces, is trying to undo this wrong. It has been said there isn't a savage in the jungle
anywhere who does~believe in a Hereafter.
*FALLOUT----THE BIG QUESTION-~~{: Two researchers who attended recent Congressional
hearings on faD.out told LLP the experts admitted our OVERALL IGNORANCE in the field &
that we don't knm'T how to set "safe limits". Last year's heavy atomic tests will soon
drench the U.S. with 2 to 3 times as much radioactivity as before. "Official permis
sible limits" are being raised, bUt these are meaningless, says one authority, as every
step-up in radiation will take its toll in "thousands of additional leukemia cases &
deformed births." Canadian Med Assn Journal observes there were more A-tests in '61 &
'62 than ever before, & "lith them a SHARP RISE in number of malformed babies; most de
formities turned up where rainfall (radioactive) was heaviest. No similar studies have
been carried out in U.S. (WHY? -Ed.) Says Drew Pearson, "Not too many adult Americans
know the entire story of how this poison is accumulating or the steps taken by the a
tomic officials to hide it." A hushed-up report in Gov't files tells of recent tests
made by U-2 planes in the upper atmosphere; they found the amount of dangerous high
level radioactivity (which is just beginning to fall to earth) is MANY TIMES AS GREAT
as anticipated..... a sobering thO'Ught to those who built The Bomb!
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*BEALTH FRONT: There are now 21,000 clifferent insecticide~ on the market: .•••••Ultra
sonic broe.d.casts are being used effectively to kill corn borers, mosquito larvae, etc.
Canada has Institute for biological control of pests (luring bugs with imitation mat
ing odor). An insect has been found in Europe that eats NarHING BUT WEEDS; it's be
ing imported to avoid need of dangerous weed spr~s .••••••. Report s~s ANA has been
held by Supreme Court to be a trade union, not unlike other trade unions, which are
organized & operated for the financial benefit of their members .•...•••Jesus felt that
the body was so important, he spent Illost of his time healing the sick, says Fred Hart,
head National Health Fed •. lIe asks, isn't it time the people insist that some of our
health funds be spent in the realJn of Cause & Prevention? The NHF is the ONLY NATION
WIDE ORGANIZATION devised to do such a Job ..•..•. Can.-a""da's Minister of Health has asked
Parliament for a I1grand-scale investigation into the cost & safety of drugs" & the dan
gers of food contamination from "insecticides & other noxious substances" ..••••Here 's
a WARNING: if' you manage to live on organic food, the SPRAY-CRAZE may get you via
your clothin.s.; many d.-.oy cleaning shops are mothproofing "everything" (even cottons &
synthetics) & the poison used can be absorbed into the skin on contact----both DDT &
the more dangerous chemical "dieldrin" are now in use widely.
*!REBIOZEN : A WEIRD DRA..\fA HAS BEEN GOING ON IN WASHINGTON: This non-toxic drug, which
bas beEn given to CallCer patients for 13 years with great success, is now----FOR VERY
II
"MYSTERIOUS BEASONS----being Illegally" withdrawn from use. The hundreds over the U.s.
relying on it to litera.lly save their lives, have risen up in wrath & terror & have
just staged a second. march on Washington. Sen. Paul Douglas, one of the champions of
the drug (& whose office is swamped with calls) accused "organized medicine & espec1al
1'1' the AMA" of DOMrNATmG the Gov't agencies dealing with it & so blocking it from the
public. Food & Drug A&n. we.s charged with "harassment" of Krebiozen's discoverer ••.•.
other independent cancer researchers have ccmplained of similar "ss Troo12" tactics--
the invading of their labs & even the privacy of their hcmes---by FDA stro~-arm men.
The press frequently refers to this Krebiozen battle as "the greatest medical contro
versy of the decade." Fate of the drug still remains in doubt----also the lives of
the poor patients - but-----who cares about 'rHAT7
*EDUCATIONAL FRONT: 1~ mil expected to drop out of school during 60' s - unfitted for
aDYthing but unskilled labor - s~s JFK. Coming, "Dropouts Anonymous" - a program of
reconditioning for this group •..•••.. Here, a Fed program to put 60,000 young men (age
16 to 22) to work at $60 a mo. & board - in forest, park & wildlif'e refuges; here is
normalcy ••..••• Cong. Ashbrook, OhiO, introduces bill to curb "brain-picking" tests for
children in public schools. Write for your coW of H.R. 10508 to see the big collec
tion of vicious, devil-spawned questions being furnished as "psychological testing" by
private organizations such as Science Research ABso, supported by grants fram your own
U.S. Public Health Service & from State Univs.
*NEH SAUCER BOOK: MENZEL STRIKES AGAIN: We were recently warned that the Air Force
was about-to make a major effort to do an over-all debunking job on UFO's. It appears
that the new book by Harvard's Dr. Donald Menzel titled "THE WORLD OF FLYING SAUCERS"
is to ple:y a big role in the campa.ign. Co-authored by a Gov't writer, it distorts,
stretche~chops, fabricates or omits the facts in a fantastic attempt to explain away
key UFO cases on record. Menzel's earlier book on Saucers was discounted by the AF as
II~ the answer'l------yet the same tired "optical illusion" theories are marched out
again & this time are given the AF's full blessing! Kenneth Arnold's glittering me
tallic discs that Zipped rapidly past Mt.Rainier were merely "grindstone clouds ll ; the
Chiles-Whitted UFO (a giant fuselage with brightly lighted windows) was only a meteor;
radar pick-ups of UFO's are nothing but plain old ice-crystal effects; the famed Lub
bock lights were formations of low-flying plover (even tho they crossed the entire ~
in 5 seconds); & the THOUSANDS OF PHarOS taken since 1941 (st111s, movies, color, B,
are either frauds or honest mistal;es, s~s the omniscient Dr. Menzel. But he meticu
lously omits mention of much of the powerful, irrefutable pro-Saucer evidence, such as
ORTHOTENY (the straight-line patterns formed by worldwide sightings when plotted on
maps); moving lights on the surface of the Moon----since t869; the strange reactions
at anima.1s in the presence of UFO's; & Scientist Cramp's' orthographic projection" of
the Adamski & Darbishire photos which prove their AMAZING AUTHENTICITY •••••••• Careful
readers will see right thru Menzel's neatly laid smoke-screenj thus we teel the book
will be a back-handed furtherance of the whole UFO subject.
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*SAUCER FRONT: At twilight on Sept. 27 '62 a mysterious explosion was seen over the
Holy Land near Bethlehem; many to"rnspeople in Jerusalem & vicinity watched spellbound
as a IIDGE CIGAR-SHAPED OBJECT rose slowly, then suddenly seemed to explode in a great
f.:moky' cloud. UN of'ficials ''1ere alerted & made searches in the No Man's Land between
Israel & Jordan----nothing was found ...•....Recent Midwest visitors to the LLP told of
a UFO landing in July at Fern Creek, Ky. Four witnesses saw a small. disc emerge from
a larger disc in the sky; the small disc dropped down behind a wooded area. Next
they saw a MAN WEARING A "DIVl!.~ TYPE" HELMET, blouse & "ski pants". The 4 felt sharp
"tingling sensations" - apparently from an object held by the stranger. They left
the area hurriedly. Case probed by Air Nat' 1 Guard; covered in Ky. press ••••.•. Near
Padua, Italy, Mario Salmaso (a wellknown artist) was photographing snow scenes; as
he moved past a snow-covered tree, he \-las startled to see a "machine in the shape of'
a saucer, surrounded by a luminous halo" on the ground 70 meters away; near the ma
chine was a "sort of man" in "transparent overalls". After a moment, the saucerian
stepped into the craft & it rose swiftly & disappeared. SaJ.maso took 4 photos of' the
pilot & saucer (as yet unreleased) .....•.Argentina "flap" still making headlines: a
glowing object "shaped like a football" came down at midnight ON THE RUNWAY AT BUENOS
AIRES INr'L AIRPORT, just as a Pan Am DC8 was landing. Control tower men told report
ers the UFO parked on the pavement, then "ascended at high speed," leveled off abrupt
ly & zoomed alla:y CNer the horizon
In Liverpool, Eng., l3-yr-old Robt Hirst&his
mother were watching TV when power cut off - they looked out the window & saw "a 16
ft. Saucer" hovering over their garden, with 2 "aerials" & a red light that pulsated
on & off; made a low buzzing sound; hung in midair for a minute, then took off over
the rooftops •...•.. Student pilots in Detroit starting a course in radar asked if the
airport radar ever picked up UFO's; were told, "Yes, but that information is in a
separate department----- & it is Secret!" ••....•A spectacular "spaceship" was seen
CNer Fij i Is. in broad da:ylight Apr. 3d; British Navy & N. Z. Air Force men, plus the
police & civilians reported sighting a "huge object glowing with a greenish-white lu
minescence"; it looked like a "CLASSICAL EXAMPLE OF A HOLLYWOOD SPACESHIP," said an
of'ficer on the survey ship H.M.S. Cook ...•....A physicist who called at LLP divulged
that a major U.S. observatory has for years quietly been 101atching the face of the sun
& COUNTDID OBJECTS WHICH CROSS IT - many in regular formations which defy natural the
ories
Fifteen major nations, including Russia, have official Gov't projects hard
at work INVESTIGATING FLYING SAUCERS, says British writer; :'only France, of' all the
major cOlmtiries, has no Gov't agency in this field----- & only in France are reports
of sightings ;Qrinted in their entiretl as they occur" .....••Visitors tell of lllalJY Sau
cer groups all over U.S. working qUietly, unknown to each other; total number is "far
greater than is generally realized" ...•.•.• Queensland (Australia) F.S. Research Bureau
reports a sharp upsur~ of sightings down there, with "rapidly awakening public inter
est" -more factual UFO news appears in the papers, plus speCial radio & TV broadcasts
on subject; "Saucers are becoming 'respectable' & are now lEGITIMATE NEWS." (U.S.
papers please COW!) ..•.•..Silvery, circular discs are being seen regularly in DAYTlME
in Australia - reflecting the sun metallically "like an airplane" _ befuddling R.A.A.F.
officers, \-lhose theories ("balls of' cloud II - - "planet Venus") are as desperate as the
U. S.A.F. 's
A strange flaming object lit up the night skies all along the Atlan
tic Coast fram. No. Carolina to the N.Y. Bay area at 10:10 IN, Mar. 25th. Of same 30
reports, the most dramatic was by Dudley Troy, former skeptic. wllile driVing along
Newark Bay, he saw what looked like a giant pinwheel llas big as a house", or like a
"lighted, revolving FERRYBOAT IN THE SKY"; it was fiery red & seemed to have many win
dows. Other 1dtnesses called it lIawesame & unbelievable!"
*UFO'S BOMBARDING ITALY: Britain's incisive Flying Saucer Review carries an eye-open
ing series on recent Saucer action in Italy, where national magazines have been giving
the subject banner headlines & picture layouts. Build-up of Saucer actiVity there led
to forming of a Research Center in '61, whose global "Space Census 11 has brought in
thousands of reports, now being digested. Ita.ly's wellknown & respected science
wl'iter, Bruno Ghibaudi- after 2 yrs of sober investigation- concluded (in "la Domenica
del Corriere") that there have been OVER 200,000 REPORTED SIGHTINGS WORLDWIDE------ &
the number of "definitely ascertained landings II on Earth is now 2000; "Italy alone
has had at least 200 landings." He o:Penly con.firms the oft-heard reports that Space
People have "human form" - & that they are already living among us, but are wisely
keeping themselves incognito.
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*SAUCERS vs. SILENCE----THE CLIMAX LOOMS! The U.S. Air Force sits on the 1.id of wor1.d
UFO secrecy; month by month, their position grows more vuJ.nerab1.e, as pub1.ic aware
ness of Saucer reality increases & astronomers - in rising vo1.ume - proc1.aim their
iJositive be1.ief in inte1.1.igent 1.ife 11 0ut yonder l1 !
For 6 yrs, the BIGGEST THREAT TO
TEE AF'S SILENCE POLICY has been the now 5500-member organization with HQs on Connect
icut Ave. in Washington, known as NlCAP. ~1ith the directness of Sir Galahad, its top
official -Maj. Donald Keyhoe - has doggedly challenged the AF to adopt an open po1.icy
& admit the truth! NICAP's persistent pe1.ting is soon to take the shape of a BLOCK
BUSTER----a 1.28-pg report of their intensive research----a REVEALING PICTURE of the
facts & of the dup1.icity they say has been going on, both in the U.S. & other Gov'ts.
This report - in powerful. graphic form - will be re1.eased with impact this fall, to
the nation's Editors, radio-TV broadcasters, etc.& simultaneously wi1.1. be hand-de1.iv
ered to all Members of Congress. C1.ose observers predict this CHAIN REACTION: (1.) A
storm of controversy at all 1.eve1.s, from grass roots to Capito1. dome. (2) A desper
ate counter-attempt by the SILENCE GROUP to bec1.oud the atmosphere with their fog
machine of doubletalk & deception. (3) If the pub1.ic mind survives their assaul.t &
makes itse1.f heard in the ha1.1.s of Gov't, the 1.ong-sought goal. of OPEN CONGRESSIONAL
HEARINGS could be attained. (4) The peop1.e coul.d thus ostensibly force the hand of
the far-f1.ung Si1.ence Group, in America & abroad. (5) Planet Earth would then be in
a state of readiness to "drive the Go1.den Spike" with Visitors from other wor1.ds.
*MAILBAG: A1.ways the mailbag reveals to us the great hunger of the peop1.e. Many ask
if there are any New Age groups or Saucer researchers in their vicinity. Many express
great loneliness to talk to those with the New Age viewpoint because it brings hope .
. . . . • . . • "Do not drop our name," p1.eads Mrs. J. C., Cal.. & asks i f we have a 1.ifetime
subscription rate ...•..•• Letter fram Neva Dell Hunter----she is very active after a
great healing & is ho1.ding meetings around the country ..•..•..News from radioman Jim
Lee of Texas who has run the Interp1.anetary Space Patrol----dormant at present unti1.
the sun spots get out of the way, but he's busy improving his "ham" station & wants to
broadcast some of the LLP....•..R.R. from N. Car. sat in the garden & told of his fine
plans to-devote all his time very soon to spiritual healing. (He takes no pay.) •.....
E.L., .Peru, reportS the ocean up & down the coast extremely high & undu1.ating-----no
exp1.anation ..••.•.. Rev . Nothdurft, Iowa, visited Ken Arno1.d, who to1.d him ALL ASTRO
NAUTS see the I1firef1.ies" ',Then they go high enough ......•.E.M., Conn. says she's re
cently read start1.ins litel'ature from Eng. indicating there is a WORLD ORGANIZATION
that contro1.s Communism, the entire drug traffic, call gir1.5 in many 1.ands, porno
graphic books; they have infi1.trated banks, churches, schools. She asks how 1.ong be
fore the MAILED FIST OF GOD comes down on this world! ...••••• I1M3' gratitude for the un
uswy. news the LLP brings," writes A.A., Co1.o., 11- __ the Saucer neliS especially, since
no other source seems to bring it" •••.•.. So many write they pass the LLP on to others .
• • • • • • ••Thanks for all your letters & also donations; all are vital to our work.
*LLP'S BIG DYNAMIC PICTURE: Orders stil1. come in for this I1Picture without a name."
Everyone seems to get something different from it! One man said, "As soon as I sal,
it, I knew it had a 1.esson to teach me: 'Free is the man who breaks the bonds of
thought & 1.ets himself f'1.ow with the Divine.'" Have you gotten yours'? (Now $1.)
*TEE LITTLE LISTENING POST is issued every few weeks, when the news boils over - fram
\fashington, news Capital of the Wor1.d. It is a SCRUTINIZER, scanning the Montage of
events as they pi1.e up from every direction ...Foremost among today's momentous move
ments, "a tidal wave of racial avlakening sweeps over the world," says Char1.es Wells,
"and. the image of America faces a new test for survival-Ii The white race, dec1.ining
in comparative numbers, must make fast reassessments of its intellectual. & spiritual.
1.eadership, for the nev challenge deals not with Science or Econany, but with human
e50s & people, :per se. \fith near 1.9 mil Negroes in the U.S., the eyes of the wor1.d
are on this testing ground & are re-riveted on Washington as the focal point of this
great new emergence of concepts. ~ are the front-line trenches •••••••. Man is nOli
reaching the last page in his schoolbook of Earth. He is faced with the final prob
1.em: Under the threat of annihilation, CAN HUMANITY .AMAlGAMATE? ••••••••• Listen in
with The Litt1.e Listening Post. 
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